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Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short presents an insightful behind-the-scenes tour of the entire
production process for 3D artists, animators, and independent filmmakers who are interested in
creating their own CGI shorts as well as for those who are simply fans and enthusiasts of CGI
films in general. This book presents detailed examples of every step of the production process;
from initial concept through character design, set design, modeling, texturing, lighting, camera
animation, character animation, lip sync, rendering, post-production, compositing, and all the
way to film festival submissions and online web distribution. It truly has something for everyone
interested in CGI films.Using readily available off-the-shelf hardware and software such as
modo, LightWave 3D, FPrime, HD Instance, Peak, Shake, iMovie, iDVD, GarageBand and more,
Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short shows how to produce a complete 3D animated CGI Short,
including how to fund the production by taking on paid freelance projects along the way. Where
other filmmaking books typically describe industry standard methodologies that are most
effective for larger productions, this book shows how to drastically simplify and condense those
processes and focus only on the essential elements that will enable a single artist or filmmaker
to complete a CGI short on their own.

From the Back CoverYour project guide to Maya's texturing and lighting toolsLIGHT UP THE
SCREEN WITH THESE TECHNIQUESImprove your own projects with these professional how-
to's from industry veteran Lee Lanier. This guide shows you how to texture and light for film and
video using Maya's state-of-the-art shading and rendering tools.The techniques covered here
offer real-world solutions for creating more realistic renders. Learn by doing as you move through
a series of step-by-step, hands-on projects, mastering a wealth of studio-worthy techniques as
you go.Learn efficient approaches for product, character, vehicle, and environment lighting with
Autodesk® Maya® 2012Successfully texture with Maya materials and mental ray shadersPaint
custom bitmap textures and set up custom shading networksApply advanced lighting tools,
including Final Gathering, Global Illumination, portal lights, and mental ray contribution
mapsSpice up product rendersAdd realism to environmentsAdd realism to
charactersVALUABLE COMPANION DVDThe Companion DVD is an essential part of the book.
It includes Maya 2012 .ma scene files and bitmap textures.About the AuthorLee Lanier is a 3D
animator, digital compositor, and director. His films have played in more than 200 museums,
galleries,and film festivals worldwide. Before directing the shorts Millennium Bug, Mirror, Day Off
the Dead, Weapons of Mass Destruction, 13 Ways to Die at Home, and Blood Roulette, he
served as a senior animator in the lighting and modeling departments at PDI/DreamWorks on
Antz and Shrek. He created digital visual effects for such films as Mortal Kombat while at Walt
Disney Studios. He is the author of Professional Digital Compositing, Advanced Maya Texturing



and Lighting, and Maya Professional Tips and Techniques. You can view his work at
BeezleBugBit.com.
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David Williams, “About Time There Was a How-To Book on Animated Shorts!. I don't often write
reviews, but this book, Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short: The Making is the Autition Archives -
Fault Effect by Michael Scaramozzino, left me no alternative. First, there are very few books
available to the independent filmmaker - especially when it comes to animation. This book by Mr.
Scaramozzino fills a large void and is most definitely welcome. And second, it is a well-written
detailed account of this project.Fault Effect is a beautifully animated and artistically brilliant
animated short written, produced and directed by the author, Michael Scaramozzino. And this
book I am reviewing is about how Mr. Scaramozzino created Fault Effect.Okay... what does it
offer? Essentially this is a step-by-step how-to book showing how Michael created Fault Effect
pretty much on his own with standard off-the-shelf software along with lots of perseverence and
determination. From concept to final creation, it is chock-full of what to do and what to look out
for. He offers very useful advice when it comes to making your own short (or feature if you are so
inclined) and explains what the differences are between large productions and smaller ones
such as Fault Effect. I've found lots of useful information that I will be using in my own short and
I'm looking forward to implementing quite a bit of the info he provided. And the included DVD is
just an added bonus and contains color pictures of everything in the book as well as the Fault
Effect short and award-winning BlastOff! short.The only thing I would have liked to see more of
would be a little more balance between Mac and Windows programs in the post production area.
Michael is primarily a "Mac Guy" and avoids Windows programs pretty much completely in favor
of an all-Mac flavor. I can't really fault him for this, since most everything written today is
Windows/PC-centric. I guess it's about time that we had a great book for mostly Mac-users too.
This of course does not mean that the book is ONLY for Mac users. On the contrary, most of the
procedures Mike writes about can be used by either camps and even for 3D software other than
Lightwave, which is his software of choice. The concepts are identical, just the software would
be different.All in all, this is a great book and must-have asset for the independent animator. It's
not often that I feel I've got my moneys-worth out of a product, but in this case I feel I've got much
MORE than I paid for. It's not easy to spend money in this economy, but this was an easy
decision and I couldn't be more pleased with this book. Now I'm REALLY anxious to get my short
completed! Kudos to Michael Scaramozzino for having the patience and temperament to write
this wonderful book!”

John Matlock, “Great Introductory Book - One Problem. t seems that a large percentage of the
new movies being produced are animated either entirely or at least for special effects. So it
obviously makes sense for anyone interested in an artistic career to at least become familiar with
the process. In this book Mr Scaramozzino starts at basically ground zero and goes through
each step in the production of a short film. His writing style is open and easy to understand. All in
all, an excellent tutorial on getting started in 3D animation.He has some discussion on the



hardware to use, saying Use What Will Get the Job Done. I like his comment that maybe he will
add a few more 8-core Mac Pros. But if what you have is a Windows PC. Go ahead and use it.
Likewise with software, he says that if you have a limited budget, LightWave 3D is hard to beat.
Then he uses that for nearly every illustration in the book. He does comment on Blender which is
free, a very good price in my mind. But then he comments that Blender has an non-Maclike
interface which really slowed him down.A lot of animation takes a lot of computer processing, so
you may want to upgrade, I suggest you look at equipment on eBay. Used servers are really
cheap look at Dell or HP equipment. For Instance I bought an HP dl385 with two dual core AMD
Opterons and 16GB of memory for some $38. It had no hard disks, but I got them for $6.32
each.”

Jonathan Webb, “The BEST book on creating shorts (and Indie Animation) with Lightwave, that
I've read.. I own and have read a lot of books on various topics in computer animation, and this
book is the most meticulous, practical and easy-to-follow resource I own for creating short films
without a big team of employees. It appealed to me specifically because I needed a book that
discusses using Lightwave 3D in an indie-scale pipeline. The book does that but also covers
much more. The author does a great job of documenting his process from concept to final
rendering, of two short films: 1) About a stuffed alien toy that imagines a trip around the solar
system, and 2) the pilot episode for a web-based series. I bought this book back in September
and finished it in about a week, but since that time I have used it to clearly map out my path to
creating a web series of my own. I highly recommend this book for users of Lightwave (and
Modo), and anyone who generally wants to learn about making an independent short. It's a
great book.”

The book by Michael Scaramozzino has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 5 people have provided
feedback.
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